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VISION

Contents About the Cover

The leading insurer for Philippine grassroots Population.

MISSION
To provide innovative technology-driven insurance.

To offer risk management solutions primarily to cooperatives in the Philippines and to support their
growth.

CORE VALUES
We uphold the universal Cooperative Values and Principles.

We share the core values of Family, Health, Trust, Respect, Communication and Transparency.

We instill dependability and fairness and work for sustainability.

We innovate to be efficient and technology friendly in our ways of insuring.

We enhance strong partnership to achieve common goals and common interest.

We customize products that will effect resiliency among the communities we serve.

We care for the protection of the environment

As one of the strategies for the 2020-2024 5-Year
Plan, the battle cry for CLIMBS 20/24 which aims to
insure 20 million lives by year 2024 is a symbol of
continuous commitment as CLIMBS is moving
towards its 50th year with the determination that
the next era will remain for CLIMBS as the leading
grassroots insurance provider of the Filipinos
through the cooperative movement.
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Message from the President

MESSAGE 
FROM THE PRESIDENT
Republic of the Philippines

My warmest greetings to CLIMBS Life and General Insurance
Cooperative as it holds its virtual 49th Annual General
Assembly.

I commend your unyielding commitment to help improve
the lives of your members through your inclusive financial
programs and services. This event is auspicious time to
revisit the company’s vision of becoming a world-class
microinsurance provider, especially as we endeavor to
recover from the COVID-19 pandemic.

May this occasion inspire you to assist more Filipinos in
achieving a more stable and promising future. I am certain
that you will continue to help our kababayans during these
difficult times while also upholding transparency and
accountability within your organization.

Together, let us work with renewed vigor to attain our goal
of genuine and lasting progress for the entire nation. 

I wish you more success in the years ahead. 
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Message from the Insurance Commission

MESSAGE 
FROM THE COMMISSIONER
Insurance Commission

Greeting to the Officers, Staff, Agents and Members of
CLIMBS Life and General Insurance Cooperative as you hold
your 49th Annual General Assembly.

As the country continue to gripped in uncertainty due the
pandemic, we in the insurance sphere has to work doubly
hard to ensure that business continues, and more
significantly, that service to policyholders and insurance
members proceed unhampered.

CLIMBS Life and Gen., with its more than 4,000 member-
cooperatives nationwide has always been a steady partner
of the Insurance Commission in providing insurance
protection to these cooperatives’ individual members and
their families. As we face unprecedented health hazards,
CLIMBS once again proves its commitment to secure its
members against specific risk, having paid more than half a
million pesos in COVID-related claims in 2020.

As it gears to meet its goal, “CLIMBS Complete Financial Solution for Inclusive Growth Year 5: Insuring 20
Million Lives by 2024”, we in the Commission offer our commendations and support. The goal is a tall order
considering the country’s current situation, but like you, we believe that with collective faith, endurance,
discipline, and determination tempered with caution, anything is possible. As a famous author Zig Ziglar said,
“if you can dream it, you can achieve it.”

Again, congratulations to CLIMBS Life and Gen and I sincerely wish you success in all your endeavors. 
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Message from the Cooperative Development Authority

MESSAGE 
FROM THE CHAIRPERSON
Cooperative Development Authority

Warmest greetings of congratulations to CLIMBS Life and
General Insurance Cooperative on your 49th Annual
General Assembly. This is indeed another milestone
achieved of unrelenting service to your members and to the
entire Filipino nation!

Amidst the crisis and uncertainty brought about by the
pandemic, this year’s General Assembly with the theme:
“CLIMBS Complete Financial Solution for Inclusive Growth
Year 5: 20 Million Lives Insured by 2024” is a manifestation
of your sincere commitment to your members and to the
community as it reinforces the inclusiveness of the
principles of cooperativism.

The challenges that we are facing due to the unseen enemy
is truly a great turbulence to our lives and economy.
However, having each other and living up with the spirit of
cooperativism - we will surely win whatever challenges there
may be. Because the cooperatives, where people shared
resources, talent, skills, time, effort and passion are truly
potent drivers of development, instruments of wide   capital 

distribution, and true allies of the Filipinos in achieving greater resiliency and stability.

Indeed, cooperative is indispensable in transforming the members into formidable blocs that will forge
dreams into tangible realities.
On behalf of the Cooperative Development Authority, I commend the CLIMBS for being strong and steadfast
in showcasing the spirit of cooperativism.

As you move forward to another year of service, continue to become an enabling partner not only to your
members but also to the cooperative sector, to the government, and to the communities you operate in.
Keep enshrining the core principles of cooperativism for people, planet, prosperity and peace.

UNDERSECRETARY ORLANDO R. RAVANERA
Chairman
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Message from the International Cooperative and Mutual Insurance Federation

MESSAGE 
FROM THE CEO 
International Cooperative and Mutual Insurance Federation

Message from Hilde Vernaillen, Chair of ICMIF, for the CLIMBS Annual General
Meeting 2021

Dear Friends, 

On behalf of all the Secretariat of the International Cooperative and Mutual Insurance Federation
(ICMIF) I am delighted to send our very best wishes to our member organisation CLIMBS Life and
General Insurance Cooperative and its many members in the Philippines on the occasion of your
2021 Annual General Meeting. 

We note with interest that your theme for this year will be “CLIMBS Complete Financial Solution for
Inclusive Growth Year 5: Insuring 20 Million Lives by 2024” and we wish you every success with both
this ambitious goal and for your virtual 50th year anniversary celebrations on 23-25 April 2021. 

My team and I would like to congratulate everyone at CLIMBS for your 50th year as a cooperative
and for offering such great service to your members for so many years. After your five decades of
experience, it is wonderful to learn that CLIMBS now has over 4,000 primary cooperatives as
stakeholders and that your organisation is now the biggest microinsurance cooperative in the
Philippines. 

We have been delighted to hear about the continued growth of CLIMBS and the fact that you continue to design insurance products that fit the
needs of your cooperative members, especially the marginalised poor and which will help them live better lives. This will have been particularly
challenging due to the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic and we commend you and all the team at CLIMBS for the strong commitment to policyholders
and local communities that you have demonstrated. 

We note with interest that, from humble beginnings in 1971 to now, CLIMBS has grown into cooperative with total assets of P3.5 billion. Covering
life insurance of 2.4 million policies and non-life insurance of 55,162 policies; with 204 employees manning your 28 offices across the Philippines.

This is a truly great achievement and proof of your success and ongoing commitment to your members. 

Despite the challenges of the pandemic over the last year, it was another good year of engagement between our two organisations and we were
delighted to welcome many delegates to our ICMIF webinars in recent months and also to have members of your team take part in our new
Mutual Leadership: Adapting to a Complex World online course. 

We were especially grateful for the contribution of Noel Raboy, President and CEO, CLIMBS and Donna Dizon, Vice-President, Administration and
Corporate Planning, CLIMBS (Philippines) and Executive Director of CLIMBS Institute of Management in their webinar “Education as a tool for
cooperative development and organisational resilience” earlier this year. In this webinar, we learned how the CLIMBS Institute of Management
delivers continuous learning and capability-building programmes to the CLIMBS team, its member-owners and other stakeholders and to
address the evolving needs of cooperatives. Despite the unprecedented challenges brought on by the COVID-19 pandemic, it was good to learn
how CLIMBS continues to uphold the importance of education as it sees the benefits in the development of people, present and future leaders,
and in building and strengthening organisational resilience.

We were also grateful to hear from Mr Raboy in the COVID-19: How the mutual/cooperative sector is responding in Asia and Oceania webinar in June
2020 on how CLIMBS was responding to the pandemic in the Philippines at that relatively early stage of Covid-19. 

We have enjoyed learning more about your great organisation through these interactions and hope to continue this during 2021 and into the
future. 

We would like to extend our warmest wishes to all your members who join you at the 2021 CLIMBS Annual General Assembly. We wish you a very
successful and enjoyable General Meeting. 

Yours in cooperation,

Hilde Vernaillen

Chairperson
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Message from the Co-operative College

MESSAGE 
FROM THE PRINCIPAL AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE
Co-operative College

Thank you so much for the opportunity to contribute to
your 2020 Annual Report which sits alongside your 49th
Annual General Assembly. What an achievement! You have
grown from your 1971 origins to an extraordinary
organization with more than 4,000 member co-operatives.
Your ambition for 20 million lives insured by 2024 is a big
one but knowing the passion, commitment, quality, and
courage of conviction demonstrated by CLIMBS colleagues, I
am confident you will achieve this goal.

The Co-operative College is both proud and honoured to
work with CLIMBS through our Memorandum of
Understanding. Our focus is on co-operative leadership
masterclasses and ways of leading differently. We also work
with you on youth leadership. CLIMBS is a pleasure to work
with because everyone enthusiastically participates in the
active and reflective co-operative learning approaches that
are used. But further, CLIMBS impresses because of its
commitment to co-operative values and principles and its
authentic belief in what education brings to the agility,
creativity, and best practice of organizations and teams. 

That commitment to CPD within CLIMBS is inspirational and explains your current market position. Nothing
satisfies an educational organization like the College more than encountering an organization like CLIMBS
which gives equal weight to education as vital to demonstrating the co-operative advantage. Many
congratulations to you all.

About Co-operative College

Dr. Cilla Ross
Principal and Chief Executive



If there is one thing this pandemic taught me, it is the realization that resilience can be more than swaying
with the wind, as a bamboo does, but standing up stronger and coming out better.

In times of crises, cooperatives are our natural allies. Moulded by time honored values of mutual-help,
cooperatives by the DNA are made to withstand trials.

 From its humble beginnings in Rochdale, Lancanshire, England 177 years ago, to the cooperative pioneering
in the Philippines from Cagayan de Oro with Fr. William Masterson, lawyers Mordeno Cua and Aquilino
Pimentel some 60 years ago, the cooperative spirit lives on. In fact, Attys. Mords and Aquio founded CLIMBS
in 1971.

Cagayan de Oro just celebrated its 71st founding day. The founders of CLIMBS represent the indomitable
spirit of the fore fathers of the city.

This is the same indomitable spirit that we invoke as we fight the pandemic and standup stronger. I am
comforted by the fact that CLIMBS is having its work geared towards inclusive growth. 

God bless and mabuhay!
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Message from the Cagayan de Oro City Mayor

MESSAGE 
FROM THE CITY MAYOR
Cagayan de Oro 

CLIMBS Life and General Insurance Cooperative is one of
the pillars of the Philippine cooperative movement. It has
also carved its niche in the insurance industry. 

The Insurance Commission has ranked CLIMBS as the
number 1 microinsurance provider in the country. Needless
to say, it is the biggest insurance cooperative. 

Determination to stand in the face of crises is what we need
with the onslaught of Covid19 pandemic. 

While our normal way of living has been disrupted, we need
to adapt to the new normal while pursuing our plans,
dreams and aspirations. I can see this grit, this unparalleled
determination in CLIMBS' lofty objective of insuring 20
million Filipinos by 2024.

The theme of CLIMBS 49th Annual General Assembly,
"CLIMBS Complete Financial Solution for Inclusive Growth
Year5: Insuring 20 Million Lives by 2024," provides
inspiration to the people who are now driven in to anxiety
by the pandemic.
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Message from CLIMBS Board of Directors Chairperson

MESSAGE 
FROM THE BOD CHAIRPERSON
CLIMBS Life and General Insurance Cooperative

My paternal felicitations and well wishes to the member
cooperatives, stakeholders and partners, friends and alliances of
CLIMBS! 

The fiscal year 2020 that transpired indeed meted out the best of
CLIMBS. It had thoroughly tested as well as graphically
demonstrated the true value and genuine character of our dear
Insurance Cooperative. The health crisis that started as early as the
first quarter of the operation last year and continues to wage
havoc indiscriminately and globally to date has hugely affected and
afflicted human life in general and the businesses in particular.
Many companies have decided to mellow down, if not close totally,
their operations because the economy continues to plunge and
has not shown any sign of picking up yet. But thanks to the
exceptional support and cooperation of every stakeholder and
member coop, employee and officer, agent and partner. We have
graciously managed to keep our baskets filled. We have succeeded
to eke out a net surplus of a little more than eighty millions of
pesos. With the difficulties posed by stern health protocols and the
on-going financial turmoil amongst many of our primary
cooperatives in the country, such a figure already is worth a toss of
commendation. 

This is not counting yet, the many social and pro-community
projects that truly deserve recognition and  admiration,  too.    Our 

donations of PPEs to private and state-ran hospitals and medical centers in the country during the height of the
pandemic, as well as the thousands of food packs distributed to those in the frontlines heroically assisting any COVID-19
related volunteer work. In addition, our charitable relief operations and initiatives to help mitigate the impact of the
earthquake that had badly stricken some areas in Mindanao last year. These are but tiny holes by which we could see
through the heart of CLIMBS beating to care. 

Besides, without compromising any statutory compliance, we had boosted our operations in Luzon and Visayas by
providing new and decent working places for our personnel. We have relocated our personnel to a sizable condominium
space in Cebu and bought a 4-storey building in Manila just so our businesses become more conspicuous, palpable and
yielding. To some extent, maybe the pandemic has affected us. However, it has never robbed us definitely of our
resilience. All these are rays and traces of hope that CLIMBS will soon welcome the twilight of its happy golden years.

I, therefore, would like to congratulate the power horses of CLIMBS, under the leadership of our energetic President-CEO,
Mr. Noel Raboy. Your determination and teamwork are your mighty wings why you have steadfastly soared high even
during the most trying of times. To our thousands of member-cooperatives and associates, I could not thank you enough
for your all-out support and loyalty to CLIMBS. Even if we cannot gather yet for a GA this year, let me convey to you the
assurances of my paternal affection and blessing. Lastly, I would like to commend and thank also my fellow directors for
their dedication and forbearance in steering the wheels of our Insurance Cooperative. While the pandemic has tried to
set us far from each other, our common belief and aspiration forged as together to achieve the goals we have envisioned
for CLIMBS. May our endeavors and decisions glorify the Lord who has called to this service! 

God bless you all!

FR. ELMO P. MANCHING
Chairperson
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CLIMBS Board of Directors

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
2020 - 2021

FR. ELMO P. MANCHING
Chairperson

Metro Ormoc Community 
Multi-Purpose Cooperative

 

ATTY. ANTONIO MANUEL A. ALCANTARA
Vice Chairperson

Perpetual Help Community 
Cooperative

 

ATTY. DANIEL O EVANGELIO, JR.
Director

Toril Community Cooperative
 

ATTY. LITO B. ASTILLERO
Director

Cebu CFI Community Cooperative
 

MARLENE D. SINDAYEN
Director

Novaliches Development Cooperative
 

MARJORIE P. ABLAZA
Director

San Dionisio Credit Cooperative
 

REYNALDO M. VERGARA
Independent Director

Ex Officio
 

SARAH T. AGNER
Director

PHCCI Multi-purpose Cooperative
 

LILLIAN D. SULIBRICO, CPA
Independent Director

Holy Cross Savings and Credit Cooperative
 

DORIS B. CALAPIZ
Treasurer

Oro Integrated Cooperative
 

ATTY. ISIDRIO Q. LICO
Corporate Secretary

Mindanao Consolidated Cooperative Bank
 

FERMIN L. GONZALES
President Emiritus
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CLIMBS Committees

COMMITTEES
2020 - 2021

JOVITO GLODO
Panabo Multi-Purpose 

Cooperative
 

ANTONIETO VIÑA
Paglaum Multi-Purpose

Cooperative
 

DR. IRMA CRUZ
St. Martin of Tours Credit
and Development Coop

 

JOSELITO SANTILLAN
Sta. Ana Multi-Purpose

Cooperative
 

CYNTHIA FULGUERAS
Basud Development

Cooperative
 

ALBIN RESPUESTO
Agdao Multi-Purpose 

Cooperative
 

JANETTE ROMERO
Bohol Community Multi-

Purpose Cooperative
 

Atty. VIVIAN MAQUILING
DCCCO Multi-Purpose

Cooperative
 

ERIC DIZON
Manatal Multi-Purpose

Cooperative
 

DAVEN GAMOLO
Oro Integrated Cooperative

 

JOSE EDUARD 
MANDAPAT, JR.

Landbankers Multi-
Purpose  Cooperative

 

PACIENCIANO TOMARONG
Aurora Integrated 

Multipurpose Cooperative
 

GENDER AND DEVELOPMENT
COMMITTEE

ETHICS
COMMITTEE

MEDIATION
COMMITTEE

REMUNERATION
COMMITTEE

MARIE DEE B. BELAGAN, CPA
Providers Multi-Purpose 

Cooperative

DR. EDUARD C. AMOGUIS
Tagum Cooperative

 

REYNALDO M. VERGARA
Independent Director

Ex Officio Member
 

ATTY. JOSE AGERICO R. 
DE GUZMAN

Makilala Multi-Purpose 
Cooperative

 

ALEXANDER B. RAQUEPO
Sta. Cruz Savings and 

Development Cooperative
 

ATTY. ROLANDO C. CASAWAY
Davao Allied Development and 

Service Cooperative
 

AUDIT
COMMITTEE

ELECTION
COMMITTEE

DR. JUANITO P. ROSINI
ISU Multi-Purpose 

Cooperative
 



BERNADETH N. BERNADAS
Assistant Vice President for 

Non-Life Division

NANCY G. ORTEGA
Assistant Vice President for 

Life Division

CLIMBS Top Management

TOP MANAGEMENT
2020 - 2021

NOEL D. RABOY, MBA Ex
President and Chief Executive Officer

REYNALDO G. SAN ANDRES, CPA
Vice President and 

Chief Finance Officer

DONNA MARIE MICHELLE C. DIZON
Vice President for Admin and Corporate

Planning / CIM Executive Director

ROWENA R. ABELLA
Vice President for Marketing

BLESILDA L. CUMBA
Vice President for Operations

RENAN P. DIAZ
Vice President for Sales

ATTY. CYRIL FRANCIS S. CASINO
Legal and Compliance Officer



Year 1 – Protecting, Managing and Investing - the evolution of the Cooperative business model as a
complete financial solution for inclusive growth
Year 2 – Expanding territorial network and strengthening business processes
Year 3 - Transforming Cooperative Services Through Digital Connectivity
Year 4 - Creating Business Opportunity for our Cooperatives - CLIMBS’ Coop Assurance Centers (CACs)
as viable social enterprises at the grassroots level. 

Dear Shareholders:

CLIMBS continues to deliver its commitment to provide complete financial solution for inclusive growth.
Year 5 sees its completion in preparation for the 50th founding anniversary in 2021. 

We look back at the past years’ focus on the complete financial solution for inclusive growth ; 

The past five years has shown us that our fellow cooperators, member-owners are truly our partners in
economic growth and drivers for change in the communities. 

We continue to align our  operational and community plans and actions with the globally- accepted United
Nation’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) – meeting all the needs and aspirations of our people at
the grassroots level. 

As it is, the year 2020 has been challenging because of the onslaught of pandemic that has affected the
global human conditions, health and economies in all levels. The most affected, the people at the
grassroots level, are the most vulnerable in the sectors of our community who have lost loved ones, friends
and means of livelihood. 
However, this did not hinder us from continuing to extend mutual protection and build resilience in and
among our own people. 
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2020 Board and Management Report

BOARD AND MANAGEMENT
REPORT



People First - Members  and Employees Protection in the midst of Pandemic 

At the onset of the pandemic, when President Rodrigo Duterte announced a national lockdown on March
15, 2020, CLIMBS’ management team immediately activated its Business Continuity Plan to ensure that
operations and members’ needs are still being addressed to with flexible working arrangements among
employees. 

Vital to this is the creation of the CLIMBS Covid 19 Internal Task Force composed of key officers that
continually meet to answer the pressing demands of work in the time of pandemic and to ensure that the
health and safety protocols are being observed to support the government efforts in its plight to end the
pandemic.

Ahead of the notices given by the National Government,  members were also informed of extension of
grace period given to payments and claims. Moreover, assistance was provided to members and
employees needs that were heavily affected by the pandemic. 

Notably, CLIMBS paid over Php 8 Million in COVID19 related claims with 151 lives covered, in 2020 alone. A
testament of our commitment to cover the risks of our member-owners especially in this time of
pandemic.

Utilizing the digital platforms, numerous virtual sessions were initiated such as the virtual coffee chats or
“Kamustahan” and mental health and wellbeing sessions.  These were conducted all throughout the year to
provide the needed support to cooperative leaders and managers and the employees who are navigating
through rough times at both fronts – at home and in the workplaces.  

Employing the Community Development Fund, CLIMBS has utilized P12.3Million worth of support in our
COVID19 response to community services and assistance. ( detailed report in the CLIMBS CARES portion) .
CLIMBS also spearheaded several projects that were supported by other cooperatives and pledges from
CLIMS employees  through our calls for solidarity in the “Adopt a Neighbor Project” and “Adopt a Hospital
Project” wherein we provided meal packs, Personal Protective Equipment (PPEs) to our medical and men in
uniform frontliners and basic grocery packs to the most vulnerable in our communities such as the elderly,
PWDs , women and children and those who have lost jobs at the height of community lockdowns and
economic slump. 
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2020 PERFORMANCE
HIGHLIGHTS

The Cooperative identity
being exemplified by the
heroic and selfless deeds
from among our fellow
cooperators, our dear
member-owners has been
magnified at the height of
this global crisis, a proof of
our unique solidarity as we
pledged, “Alone, I am
weak. With others, I am
strong.” 



Harnessing the Digital Platform in the age of Disruption

With the limitations of a face-to-face transaction, the digital space provided the avenue to ease
transactions and streamline streamlining operations. 

The CLIMBS Insurtech mobile app was being used by over a hundred Cooperative Assurance Centers
(CACs) nationwide. While this has been met with difficulties, the pandemic provided an opportunity to
move sales activities in the digital world. 

Employing this strategy, sales team registered its consolidated premium accomplishment of       
 1,515,021,859.76. The sales team also accredited 8 new accounts with a fresh premium contribution of .
Understandably, the dip is generally attributed to the slow, if not lack of , economic activities particularly in
the cities and areas tagged as COVID19 hotspots. 

Automation of CLIMBS payment process has been fine-tuned especially that the ongoing pandemic has
amplified the need for such measures. 

The management team remained to be steadfast in accomplishing the yearly goals, pivoting naturally to
adaptive strategies such as weekly monitoring of performance metrics and indices to ensure that everyone
stayed laser focused on the achievement of goals despite of the challenges. 
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Partners in Innovative Solutions for sustainable and resilient
communities  

CLIMBS , as the leading Insurer of the grassroots population in the Philippines, continued to soar high with
the latest Insurance Commission report. From the 19th slot in 2019, CLIMBS climbed a step higher in 2020,
in terms of Life and 29th in Non-life, hurdling a challenging year. This silver lining provided the boost of
morale to continue to serve our member-owners and partners. 

The opportunity to serve the grassroots population remains vital to CLIMBS especially in addressing the
plight of the farmers and the agripreneurs, the Philppines mainly being an agricultural country. In the
middle of the year, CLIMBS entered into exploratory talks with global fintech – IBISA, in aid of the
International Cooperative and Mutual Insurance Federation (ICMIF) – where CLIMBS is a member. The
project aims to support the farmers through an agri insurance to be distributed by CLIMBS nertwork of
cooperatives. For the pilot phase which is set to start in the 2nd quarter of 2021, the identified cooperative
partners are the OCCI, OIC, MCCB, Paglaum MPC, and the AgriCoopPh with a potential upscale to the more
than 4,000 cooperative-owners / affiliates of CLIMBS and the various Cooperative Assurance Centers (CACs)
nationwide. A smart farming advisory services will be part of the project to ensure sustainability and
livelihood viability among farmers who are vulnerable with the onslaught of many typhoons, drought and
other catastrophic events that hit the Philippines in large scale. Because of the project goals, other
international partners are drawn into the team such as CIAT (International Center for Tropical Agriculture)
and the Global Parametrics.  Starting from 3,600 farmers, the aim is to increase protection reach to over
36,000 famers in a three-year period.
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With the ongoing pandemic,  the institutionalized Business
Continuity Plan enabled CLIMBS to operate business and
continue to deliver essential services in times of
calamities, disasters and other unforeseen events. This
advocacy for preparedness and risk mitigation has been
taught to partner-coops through the CLIMBS Institute of
Management (CIM, formerly CIFL).  To date, there are 45
cooperatives who underwent the Business Continuity
Management Training with 24 who have drafted their own
Business Continuity Plans through virtual face to face (pre-
pandemic) and virtual platform (pandemic). 



People Development – Strengthening the Adaptive Capacity  and
Promotion of Health and Wellness 
 

Overcoming the challenges of the pandemic, the Human Resource and Administration Department
conducted a series of in-house trainings for employees “Mutual Leadership Course, Youth Social Action
Hackathon Webinars 1 and 2, and Insurance Marketing Management Course 1” which were attended by a
total of 46 middle managers and leaders and various virtual learning sessions from the global partners,
ICMIF, Cooperative College of United Kingdom and the Singapore College of Insurance (SCI) , to develop
mastery in executive management, leadership and service excellence and the insurance industry best
practices.

With our commitment to develop next generation leaders,CLIMBS sent 6 middle managers to the 11th
Asean Young Insurance Managers Virtual Program which was designed to ensure that future challenges in
the insurance landscape will be met by capacitating next-gen talents . The delegates were identified as
high-potential managers and are deemed to be the next multi-faceted leaders. 
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The Youth Social Action Hackathon with the Cooperative College of
UK and the ICMIF enabled our own HR Champs, in partnership with
CLIMS CARES,to launch the Adopt a School Project in response to the
need for digital services in our local schools. Their actionable plans
were established with Youth Development in schools and
communities as part of the utilization of the Community
Development Fund. 

The ILO’s Impact Insurance Project’s implementation was also suspended due to the pandemic but has
since picked up when community lockdowns were eased and cooperative partners NICO and OIC also
started to utilize digital platforms. A change in strategy was employed also maximizing the Cooperative
Assurance Centers as distribution channels for a wider reach in providing holistic risk management
solutions through the cooperatives. 



The HRAD continues to implement the  CLIMBS Excellent Employees Leadership (ExCEL) Program to
promote excellence, camaraderie and foster solidarity in the workplace. Primary focus on this year’s
program was the health and safety of the employees in the workplace. However, the digital space also
provided a handful opportunities for retooling, upskilling and capacitating our talent pool particularly in
enabling our sales, marketing and learning teams manage virtual sessions with our member-owners and
clientele such as sales bootcamps, online selling , digital marketing , and the like with resource speakers
from industry experts. 

Along with the hard skills, soft skills that are very crucial for resilience and in coping with the ongoing
effects of pandemic in a person’s total wellbeing were also introduced and in particular, managing the
overall health and wellness through conduct of virtual mental health sessions through Wellness Fridays,
and the Occupational Health and Safety Program updates , not only as a compliance requirement but more
so as an inculcation of the safety reminders for the people.  
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A virtual team recollection and team- building activity
culminated the year with a theme to Finish Strong and 
 “RARA” (Relearn, Adjust, Rebuild, Adapt) for 2021,   ably
facilitated by Bro. Alvin Barcelona (of the Feast), and Dr.
Nerius Acosta of  Kampo Juan, Bukidnon. 

CLIMBS was also nominee of the PMAP’s Employer of the
Year Award however due to the pandemic, the final selection
process was postponed by the organizer. This is a testament
to our commitment to develop our talent pool, the most
important asset in the organization. 



Achieved  Gross Premium of 1.77 billion pesos, an increase of 8.59%.

Net premiums grew by 6.29% to 1.69 billion pesos.

Net surplus of 170 million pesos, decreased by 17%. 

Managed funds of 2.02 billion pesos, an increase of 3.54%.

Assets worth 3.54 billion pesos, an increase of 9.50%.

Net worth of 1.88 billion pesos, 3.64% increase.

Financial Measures emodying the Cooperative Identity

The global economic slump due to the pandemic has been devastating but by divine providence,
dedication and commitment to deliver the goals set for the year, CLIMBS continues to set new milestones
even in the midst of difficulties and challenges. As it is, sound financial metrics make a viable business that
is core to our sustainability. Our ways ofdoing business in a cooperative way is what makes us different.
The cooperative identity guides us through our laid-down values of self-help, self-responsibility,
democracy, equality, equity, and solidarity. We believe in the ethical values of honesty, openness, social
responsibility and caring for others to guide financial decisions. Cooperative principles particularly on
democratic control on membership, practicing “one member, one vote” is evident in our financial dealings,
ensuring that all members are treated fairly. 

Positive financial outcomes were marked by the end of 2020 despite of a hovering pessimism in the global
and local markets.  Thriving and making “profits for the people” in a challenging environment , laden with
health and other  pressures of profitability is prevailing in commercial markets, the year 2020 is a
milestone year. 

This year’s trends are highlighted as follows:

The financial statement of CLIMBS represents the consolidated life and non-life business.

2020 Board and Management Report
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Ages 18-35

CLIMBS Key Trend

KEY TREND
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Advocacy campaigns on community resiliency and sustainability through our allied services.
Raise and educate a new generation of young co-operators and leaders, keeping the Millennials and
GenZers in mind in our future activities such as the Youth for Coops Summit and Young Leaders
Program 
Forge strategic partnerships with community groups and reputable organizations, local and abroad. 

Resonating the call towards the Golden Year; CLIMBS 20/24  - Beyond
Numbers

The Strategic Plan for 2020-2024 echoed a new battlecry, not only for our CLIMBS network but for the
whole cooperative movement.  

Rounding up the 5-year theme of Complete Financial Solution for Inclusive Growth is  “20/24” i.e., Insuring
20 Million lives by 2024. 

An aspirational goal -  a game changer. Every life being protected is essential more so in the grassroots
population of the Philippines. The 20 Million lives’ multiplier effect will greatly benefit majority of our
families and households who have limited access to financial services, including insurance protection. We
continue to sustain the movement ,making it relevant and attractive to people in all walks of life and in
particular, the youth through these various activities :

1.
2.

3.

Sharing of Best Practices in global platforms as Innovation Leaders 
 
CLIMBS participated in several virtual sessions organized by international partners, ICMIF and ILO. 

In celebration of the International Cooperative Day, July 4th , President and CEO Noel Raboy spoke about
CLIMBS efforts pertaining to Climate change and in caring for the environment. ILO’ theme in its centenary
and also the IDC’s theme is “Cooperatives for Climate Action” , supporting SDG 13 on Climate Action. 

During the strategy leaders’ roundtable discussions organized by ICMIF, President and CEO Noel Raboy and
Vice President for Admin/Corporate Planning and concurrent Executive Director of the CIM, Donna Dizon,
also spoke about the innovations being done and cooperative actions undertaken, the continuing
education of its officers, members and employees in the midst of the pandemic, to ensure that we
continue to serve the member- owners and partners of CLIMBS and build organizational resilience. 

Locally, CLIMBS participated in the Arbor Day Celebration with the “plant a tree in your home” as a way of
taking care of our environment.

2020 Board and Management Report
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Occupational Safety Seminar 
Earthquake Preparedness and Fire Safety Seminar and drills 

Property Management

Per BOD resolution number No. 44 series of 2018 CLIMBS purchased a commercial property consist of 2
units commercial condominium with a total area of 202.61 sqm and 2 parking units with a total area of 25
sqm in Base Line Center, Juana Osmeña Sts., Cebu City for a total amount of P25,910,456.66. The property
is owned and developed by Cebu Landmasters, Inc., the leading local housing developer. It is one of the
most desirable locations in the city, Base Line Center is within walking distance from the major lifestyle
needs in Midtown Cebu. It belongs to a prime 1.6 hectare complex that is easily accessible from the major
thoroughfares of Osmeña Blvd, Escario St., and Mango Avenue. It is within 1 kilometer radius from
universities, hospitals, churches, government offices and commercial establishments. This commercial area
will be utilized for business expansions and to house our Cebu branch office. Currently we are renting four
(4) rooms at the 4th floor of the CFI building.
 

Securing Member-owners Data and Compliance Measures 
 
Recognizing the dangers of cyber threat and data security, CLIMBS Board of Directors appointed a Data
Privacy Officer and a team to fully implement the Data Privacy Act, in compliance with the Anti-Money
Laundering Act (AMLA) and Insurance Commission. CLIMBS personnel and member-owners were fully
informed of the Data Privacy Act in different channels of communication.

As for other regulatory requirements and advisories from the National Privacy Commission in the
processing of data and information during a pandemic, specifically for confidential information involving
health protocols and safety, such information were widely disseminated to employees and members in
various channels.

The following seminars were also conducted to support DOLE in promoting and sustaining a safe and
healthy workplace: 

1.
2.

Responding to a global crisis – the COVID 19 Pandemic 

CLIMBS CARES (Community Action and Response to Emergency Services) played a very important and
special role in our rapid response and continuing efforts to help the government and other organizations
in our fight to end the COVID 19 pandemic. 

The CLIMBS COVID19 Internal Task force summarized the significant activities, communications and media
releases in a comprehensive report submitted to the Board and Management team.
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Realizing the dream for a Cooperative College in the Philippines

CLIMBS Institute of Management (CIM) in 2020 (formerly CIFL), continues to deliver its mandate as a
vanguard of education in the Cooperative milieu supporting cooperative partners in providing high-quality,
continuous Cooperative education at par with global standards, addressing the ever-changing needs of our
managers and next-generation leaders. 

In 2020 , CIM has grown with 136 partners and with Php49Million in Institute Training Fund. Virtual learning
sessions totaled to 20 with 1,454 participants,  539 Male and 915 Female coming from 795 cooperatives
nationwide.
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This year also marked many new collaborations and partnerships with local and international groups like
the Facebook Philippines, USAID Surge Project , Singapore College of Insurance. Development of the youth
leaders through the Youth Social Hackathons in partnership with the Cooperative College of UK and the
ICMIF Young Leaders Program also rallied cooperative partners for youth participation as partners for
growth and sustainability. 

The rebirth of the National Federation of Cooperatives (NAFECOOP) with education as its main advocacy,
made the CIM its sole training provider thus enabling a greater reach for cooperative education to be
promoted not only in the Philippines but in the Asia Pacific region. 

CIM also inked an agreement with the Cooperative College as its “sister school” for the delivery of the
Cooperative Executive Masterclasses in the country. Eventually,it is our vision to bring our cooperative
leaders to Rochdale, United Kingdom, the seat of the cooperative movement and cooperative education
around the world , for a greater appreciation of Cooperative as an old, and yet remains to be a modern,
sustainable movement around the world. 

The envisioned Cooperative College will breed leaders who are wholly committed to grow their
cooperatives, attract and inspire young talents and become ambassadors of goodwill in the movement.
Cooperatives – driven by values and principles – thrive even in challenging times and it is ripe time for
CLIMBS to signal a call for solidarity for partners for the establishment of a Cooperative College as a legacy,
entering our golden year.

All activities are aimed at driving members’ growth, sustainability, organizational strength and resiliency in
an age of continuous innovation and disruption, and perhaps the most disruptive as yet , the ongoing
pandemic. 

Your unwavering support and trust are vital to the success of our 49th year. 

Lastly, let us face the future together with a renewed hope and optimism. While the pandemic has indeed
weighed us all down, it has opened the opportunity for us to stay connected, not isolated. To stay strong,
weathering all kinds of battles right in the midst of a global turmoil, even losing some of our loved-ones,
our colleagues, our friends. We remain steadfast and committed to serve you and in so doing, we have
provided opportunities for growth and learned painstakingly from a novel experience that is the COVID19
pandemic that require novel approaches for solutions. 

We do not see the end of this yet, but it is our fervent prayer that we will all see and live to tell the story of
how we surpassed this pandemic. 

In behalf of CLIMBS Life and General Insurance Cooperative, we are sincerely grateful. 

To God be the glory!

2020 Board and Management Report

Mr. Noel D. Raboy, MBA Ex
President and CEO

Fr. Elmo P. Manching
BOD Chairperson
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The CoopAssurance Center (CAC), is a distribution channel of CLIMBS in partnership with primary
cooperatives nationwide. It was launched in 2006, now with more than 100+ partners, with the goal of
bringing insurance protection at the doorstep of the members of the cooperatives.

In its aspiration to give full support in providing business opportunities to its partner-CACs, CLIMBS created
the CAC Team on January 1, 2020 with the appointment of CAC Executive Manager, now Vice President for
Marketing, Ms. Rowena Abella leading the team with CAC Operations Manager, Ms. Grace Soriano with five
(5) Field Officers for Luzon, Visayas and Mindanao. The said Team is now a part of the Marketing
Department and is tasked to focus on training, giving assistance and conducting assessments to the CAC
partners nationwide.

During the first quarter of the year 2020, simultaneous training for new and existing CACs were held
nationwide. Despite the pandemic, our CAC Team continued conducting virtual activities for our dear
cooperators. In May 2020, the Team distributed Telehealth Vouchers to selected members and employees
of our CACs, in partnership with Philippine Natural Telehealth, that gives access to a one month unlimited
online consultations with various doctors nationwide for free.

To further give convenience to CACs, the mobile app – CLIMBS InsureTech was launched in June 2020. It is a
secure, reliable, suitable and easy to use application wherein the CACs can do quotations and issue policies
on time electronically. We also conducted the “CAC Kamustahan” nationwide to gain insights on the current
work set-up of our CACs and how they are coping with the pandemic. Most importantly, concerns with our
services which has been affected by the imposed quarantine particularly in Luzon were discussed and
addressed.

In August, we conducted the “Show us your CAC Office Contest” to showcase the various offices of our CAC
partners nationwide. The members of the Cooperatives manifested their support by participating in the
photo liking contest of the entries submitted by their CAC. 

As a take-off for the Cooperative Month Celebration, the first CAC Awarding Ceremony for the “Show Us
your CAC Office” was virtually conducted. The awardees were as follows :
                 

The coveted “Best CAC Office” was awarded to Ictus Premier Multipurpose Cooperative. All the participants
from the CACs took delight and enjoyed the said activity with their respective prizes.
Despite the pandemic that affected the cooperative industry and the entire country, the CAC Team,
determined to deliver services to its CACs and further cement the partnership to extensively deliver
insurance services to cooperative members, managed a total of 94 different training during the year.

CAC Report

CoopAssurance Center (CAC)
REPORT
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We are grateful for the enthusiasm and commitment that our partner CoopAssurance Centers have
afforded to the partnership and CLIMBS commits as well to give an unparalleled service to the
Cooperatives and its members. 

We are looking forward to more fruitful years ahead!!
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Audit Committee Report

CLIMBS AUDIT COMMITTEE 
REPORT
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CLIMBS ELECTION COMMITTEE 
REPORT
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.

That the field of membership of CLIMBS shall be open
to all duly registered cooperatives and self-help
organization.



Election Committee Report
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AREA OFFICES

BAGUIO CITY
Upper Ground Floor Pilando Center
Lower Magsaysay, Baguio City, Philippines
Tel: (063) (74) 422 6720

NAGA CITY
2F Ramaida Building, Elias Angeles,
Santa Cruz, Naga City, Philippines, 4400
Tel: (063) (54)  881 7604

ILOILO CITY 
Door #26 Ground Floor Zerudo Commercial 
Complex, E. Lopez St., Jaro City, Philippines
Tel: (+63) 977 351 0887

Offices and Affiliations

OFFICES

Affiliations
(Local and International)
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BRANCH OFFICES

QUEZON CITY
CLIMBS Building, 20 Stanford St., Barangay Socorro,
Cubao, Quezon City, Philippines
Tel: (063) (02) 511 7078
Email: luzon_operations@climbs.coop

CEBU CITY
6th Floor CEBU CFI Building, Capitol Ground, Cebu City,
Philippines, 6000
Tel: (063) (32) 255 2234
Email: visayas_asm@climbs.coop

DAVAO CITY
Door 27 A&B, CAM Building, Monteverde- Alvarez Sts., 
Davao City, Philippines
Tel: (063) (82) 305 1398
Email: southmin_operations@climbs.coop

SALES MANAGERS
HEAD OFFICE
CLIMBS Building, Zone 5, Bulua, Cagayan de Oro City,
Philippines, 9000
Tel: (063) 858-1355
Email: head_office@climbs.coop

LUZON

JOBELLE R. PANNIG
Area Sales Manager - Northern Luzon 
0917-130-0782
northluz_asm@climbs.coop

BERNARD T. YEO 
Area Sales Manager - NCR & Central Luzon 
0927-245-1149
centralluz_asm@climbs.coop

PAOLO F. DE DIOS 
Area Sales Manager - Southern Luzon 
0917-803-6064
southluz_asm@climbs.coop

VISAYAS

SACRED L. DELA PEÑA 
Area Sales Manager - Visayas Area  
0906-975-8305
visayas_asm@climbs.coop

MINDANAO

RUTH THELMA N. LOKING 
Area Sales Manager - Northern Mindanao 
0917-323-9400
northmin_asm@climbs.coop

MARGIE B. NOVELA 
Area Sales Manager - Southern Mindanao  
0926-351-3255
southmin_asm@climbs.coop

SHELLA L. DANTES
Region Sales Manager - Region 1  
0917-148-8869
rsm1@climbs.coop

EMERSON C. TATTAO 
Region Sales Manager - Region 2
0915-610-7297
rsm2@climbs.coop

WILBERT H. SY 
Region Sales Manager - North NCR 
0917-895-3202
rsmnorthncr@climbs.coop

ROLEN TALISIK
Region Sales Manager - South NCR  
0917-701-5220
rsmsouthncr@climbs.coop

ESRAELITA M. BOOTH 
Region Sales Manager - Central Luzon 
0935-280-2619 
rsmcentral@climbs.coop

RAYMOND D. ERNAS 
Region Sales Manager - Region 6  
0977-351-0887
rsm6@climbs.coop

PORTIA ANN M. MORALES  
Region Sales Manager - Region 7
0917-713-2951
rsm7@climbs.coop

EZRA ALEA A. GAMOLO 
Region Sales Manager - Region 8  
0906-595-5169
rsm8@climbs.coop

AMOS GLENN G. DAOMAR
Region Sales Manager - Region 9 
0997-263-1117
rsm9@climbs.coop

FELYN "LOVELY" P. PAO, MAEM  
Region Sales Manager - Region 10
0917-823-3324
rsm10@climbs.coop

EDGARDO D. APOYA  
Region Sales Manager - Region 13  
0908-641-8008
rsm13@climbs.coop%20/

RHONA P. KIUNISALA 
Region Sales Manager - Region 11
0965-663-9558
rsm11@climbs.coop




